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An **In-memory open source database**, supporting a variety of high performance operational, analytics or hybrid use cases.
The Redis Community

- **164** CLIENTS IN 48 LANGUAGES
- **115+** HIGHER LEVEL LIBRARIES AND TOOLS
- **11.2K+** GITHUB COMMITS
- **490+** CONTRIBUTORS
- **50K+** REDIS GITHUB STARS
- **60.6K+** STACK OVERFLOW QUESTIONS
Redis and its ecosystem

Redis Datastructures
- Strings
- Bitmaps
- Bit field
- Hashes
- Lists
- Sets
- Sorted Sets
- Geospatial
- Hyperloglog
- Streams

Redis Modules
- Search
- JSON
- Gears
- BloomFilter
- Graph
- AI
- TimeSeries
- JSON
- Gears
- BloomFilter
- Graph
- AI
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Features
- Linearly Scalable
- HA
- Geo-Distributed
- Durable
- ACID
- Tiered-Memory
- Security

Redis Enterprise
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Modules – Principle Architecture

Application

Module-specific bindings

Language-specific bindings

hiredis

Server
Module example: RedisTimeSeries

Main capabilities
- Downsampling/compaction
- Indexing, queries, aggregation
- Compression (double-delta encoding)
- Integration (Grafana, Prometheus)

Use cases
- Monitoring, filtering
- IoT
Module example: RedisAI

Main capabilities
- Combination of neural networks and redis for low-latency inference
- “Take the data to the model”
- New redis datatype: Tensor + Model
- Supported BPN backends:
  - TensorFlow, TensorFlow Lite
  - PyTorch
  - ONNX

Use cases
- Real-time stack for Deep Learning & Machine Learning applications
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Redis Gears

RedisGears:

- Serverless engine
- Operation: transactions, batches & events
- Dynamic framework for data flow implementation
- Abstraction layer for data distribution, clustering & deployment
Principal Architecture

- Python
- More language integrations to come...

C API

- Cluster Management
- Execution Management
- Map/Reduce

User API

Base API

Core
Using RedisGears

```python
gb = GearsBuilder()
gb.map(lambda x: x['value']) # turn records into sentences
gb.flatmap(lambda x: x.split(' ')) # split sentences to words
gb.countby()  # count each word's occurrences
gb.run()

cat gear.py | redis-cli -x "RG.EXECUTE"

127.0.0.1:6379> set foo "test"
127.0.0.1:6379> set foo1 "this is a test"

1) 1) "{'key': 'test', 'value': 2}"
2) "{'key': 'is', 'value': 1}"
3) "{'key': 'a', 'value': 1}"
4) "{'key': 'this', 'value': 1}"
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Demo: Time-Series Data Prediction
Further reading

- **redis**: redis.io
- **RedisGears**: redisgears.io
- **RedisAI**: redisai.io
- **TF timeseries forecasting**: https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/structured_data/time_series
- **Redis Labs University**: university.redislabs.com
Q&A
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